There are over 240+ Bible verses for the geocentric stationary and Flat Earth universe model.

There is NOT 1 scripture, when used in context, which supports a spherically shaped earth or an earth that spins or moves.

**9 Bible Verses say the earth DOES NOT move, instead, the earth is fixed, stable, and established:** 1 Chronicles 16:30, Psalm 33:9, Psalm 93:1, Psalm 96:10, Psalm 104:5, Psalm 119:89-90, Isaiah 14:7, Isaiah 45:18, and Zechariah 1:11.

There are literally HUNDREDS, if not thousands, of scientific proofs that disprove the spinning sphere shaped earth and prove the stationary and FLAT earth. Here are just a few indisputable Flat Earth proofs (1 Thess. 5:21):

1) **LEVEL Water:** Water ALWAYS seeks level. Water cannot be proven to stick to a ball, much less a spinning ball. Since water always seeks its level, how's it possible that water can be sticking to a spherically shaped earth?

2) **LEVEL Horizon:** The Horizon is ALWAYS at eye-LEVEL and horizontal, aka FLAT, no matter the altitude. Weather balloons have been sent up 20 miles above the face of the earth and footage captured testifies to this reality.

3) **Aircraft never accounts for motion of earth:** Airplanes, helicopters, and drones never have to account for the alleged motion of the earth. Hence, the earth is stationary and fixed.

4) **Railroad track and Bridges:** Whenever railroad track is laid or a bridge is constructed, never do the blueprints suggest or even hint that the alleged curvature of the earth should be considered, including, when built over water.

5) **Airplanes and Submarines:** Never does an airplane or submarine have to account for the alleged curvature of the earth during their navigation. If the earth had curvature then an adjustment of 8 inches per mile squared (spherical trigonometry) must be taken into account during navigation of both an airplane and a submarine, however, never are adjustments made for curvature.

6) **GRAVITY “Theory” (aka hoax):** Gravity has NEVER been proven, however, what has been proven is density and buoyancy. Density and buoyancy are the natural regulators God has put into place that dictates what rises and what falls based upon the medium(s) the object is within.

The Heliocentric Universe model is from man, NOT God. NASA has lied about our cosmology to discredit and invalidate God’s Word. In a world where people believe they were created from an ape and that they don’t know what gender they are the correct account of Creation from the Bible is more relevant than ever!!! “Let God be true, but every man a liar.” (Romans 3:4)

“The earth is stationary and FLAT because God’s Word is ALWAYS Faithful and True! (Rev. 19:11)” – Nathan Roberts, Author of *The Doctrine of the Shape of the Earth: A Comprehensive Biblical Perspective.*
Earth Created Before the Sun: Genesis 1:1-19

Universe is Complete, NOT ever expanding: Genesis 2:1

Earth Measurements Unknown: Job 38:4-5, Job 38:18, Jeremiah 31:37, Proverbs 25:3

Earth is a Disk/Circle, not a ball: Isaiah 40:22, Ezekiel 1:22-26, Ezekiel 10:1, Daniel 12:3


Waters have Faces: Genesis 1:2, Genesis 7:18, Job 38:30


Earth has Corners: Isaiah 11:12, Revelation 7:1


Sun moves BACKWARDS: 2 Kings 20:8-11


High Altitude Perspectives: Daniel 4:11, Daniel 4:20, Matthew 4:8

Everyone Sees Jesus: Revelation 1:7

New Jerusalem, the HUGE cube: Revelation 21:15-17

*Breadth*, spread out FLAT, of the Earth: Genesis 13:17, Job 38:18, Isaiah 8:8, Revelation 20:9

Voice of Creation goes out in a *line* through all the earth: Psalm 19:4

Matthews Bible from 1537 says *Flat Earth*: 2 Samuel 11:11

Creation Worshippers: Deuteronomy 4:19, Deuteronomy 17:3, 2 Kings 23:5, Jeremiah 8:2